Role of interchain interactions in the stabilization of the right-handed twist of beta-sheets.
Conformational energy computations have been carried out for parallel and antiparallel beta-sheets composed of poly-L-Val and poly-L-Ile peptide chains, each consisting of four and of six residues, respectively, with CH3CO- and-NHCH3 end groups. The beta-sheets considered contained three and five equivalent chains, respectively. All computed minimum-energy beta-sheets were found to have a large right-handed twist of a magnitude that corresponds to the mean twist of beta-sheets observed in globular proteins. The twist has the same sign but is much larger than in beta-sheets of poly-L-Ala, because of intra- and interchain interactions between the bulky beta-branched side-chains. While the right-handed twist is a result of intrachain interactions between side-chains in the case of poly-L-Val, these interactions would favor a left-handed twist in poly-L-Ile, and the right-handed twist in the latter is a result of interchain interactions. Parallel beta-sheets are more stable than antiparallel sheets for both poly-L-Val and poly-L-Ile, in contrast to poly-L-Ala. This result agrees with observations on the preferred orientation of the chains in oligopeptides that form beta-structures. It also explains the observed high relative frequencies of occurrence of Val and Ile residues in parallel beta-sheets, as compared with antiparallel sheets, in globular proteins.